
August 2012  |  76 Weeks Until Marketplace Go-Live 
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around modeling 
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November Connectivity Test 
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Marketplace’s sandbox 

 SPP Staff readiness status coming in 
October  

Key Dates: 

 September 17, 2012: Portal Available for 
LSA Configuration 

 September 20, 2012: Marketplace 
Sandbox Goes Live 

The latest from the Marketplace workstreams: ICCP Handbook; Registration, 
Markets, Readiness MIPOs 

The CBA workstream has 
posted an initial version of 
the Integrated Marketplace 
Reversion Plan to its project 
folder for review and 
comment, as requested 
during the August Joint 
Working Group meeting. 
Provide comments to Carl 
Stelly by September 30. 

The Markets workstream has 
updated its Market User 
Interface Web Services 
specifications in its project 
folder to address approved 
Marketplace Protocol 
Revision Requests, Scope 
Change Requests, and 
discrepancies discovered in 
testing. The team has also 
posted version 1 of the 
Market User Interface 
Business Validations. Contact 
the workstream with any 
questions or comments. 

The ICCP workstream has 
posted version 5 of the ICCP 
Handbook and version 3 of its 
Architecture Enhancement 
Member Impacting Project 
Overview in its project folder 
for review. The zip file is 
encrypted and requires a 
password. Call your Customer 
Service representative to 
access; contact the ICCP 
workstream with any other 
questions. 

The Public Data Inventory has 
been updated following the 
July Change Working Group 
meeting and is now available 
online. Contact Annette 
Holbert with questions. 

The TCR workstream has 
published version 1.1 of the 
Market User Interface 
Business Validations to its 
project folder on SPP.org. The 
changes include an updated 
glossary. Direct any 

Settlements has posted 
updated determinant report 
API sample data in its project 
folder. No changes have been 
made to the XML file 
structure, but the data quality 
has been updated. Contact the 
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comments to the TCR 
workstream. 

Settlements workstream with 
any questions. 

Registration MIPO revises key dates around modeling 

The Registration workstream has issued a new Member Impacting Project Overview (MIPO) that 
revises key dates as a result of CMT (Centralized Modeling Tool) and MCST (Model Change 
Submission Tool) production delays.  

With MCST scheduled to be deployed January 7, 2013, SPP will accept Integrated Marketplace 
registration packets for model changes or additions through November 2012. Once the MCST is 
online in January, registration packet spreadsheets will no longer be needed; the model 
information will be input directly into the MCST*. 

The revised MIPO details how MPs can make registration changes or additions before January 7. 
“We believe that allowing registration packets through November 2012 will make for a smoother 
and quicker transition for participants to the MCST in January 2013,” said Ginny Watson, the 
Registration team’s project manager. 

The MIPO includes revised dates for MCST training, MCST participant testing, MCST 
implementation, and details on how SPP will assign training through the SPP Learning Center. 
Registration liaisons should have already been contacted by SPP about MCST training candidates; 
liaisons who have not yet heard from SPP should contact the Registration workstream. 

The MIPO also includes instructions on accessing the MCST, adding users and certificates, and a 
revised approach for Net without Aux. 

Watson noted the Transmission Congestion Rights Market Trials, which begins in January 2013, is 
open only to those participants who submitted a registration packet by the June 1, 2012 deadline.  

The deadline for Registration for any new market participant (MP) is still February 1, 2013. Entities 
interested in being an MP when the Marketplace goes live in March 2014 should register by 
submitting a registration packet or through the MCST*, as appropriate, no later than February 1, 
2013. 

Contact the Registration workstream or call your Customer Relations representative with any 
questions. 

* Financial-only participants will register through SPP Customer Relations, and will not need MCST 
access or training.  

 

Marketplace program preparing for Market Trials Connectivity Test 

The Integrated Marketplace is well into preparations for Market Trials, which begin November 12 
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with TCR Accelerated Connectivity Test. Market Participant guides have been published for the 
Connectivity Test and the TCR (Transmission Congestion Rights) Market Trials, and accompanying 
overview presentations have been delivered – all to let Market Participants (MPs) know how to 
best prepare for the trials. 

The Connectivity Test Preparation phase begins October 22, when MPs register for Local Security 
Administrator (LSA) certificates through SPP Customer Relations. MPs participating in the TCR 
Market Trials have until November 9 to register LSAs for TCR Accelerated Connectivity Testing; all 
others have until December 21 for the Connectivity Test period. During this same time frame, MPs 
will also set up two-hour connectivity test appointments.  The Connectivity Test period begins 
January 7, 2013 and concludes March 28, 2013. 

The Connectivity Test will validate the following objectives: 

         Verification of technical connectivity between SPP and MPs (this includes digital 
certificates, XML listeners, and firewall access). 

         Exercise the programmatic interfaces between SPP and MPs as part of functional 
operations. 

         Verification of participant access to the SPP systems’ user interfaces (the Marketplace 
Portal and each production UI’s homepage). 

         Successful completion will provide a measure of both SPP and MP readiness for Market 
Trials’ next phase: Structured Testing. 

Because TCR Market Trials begin in January 2013, MPs planning to participate in that trial period 
will go through an accelerated connectivity test schedule beginning November 12.  TCR Market 
Trials participants will execute both TCR Connectivity Test and TCR Data Exchange Certification 
through December 21. 

Check out the posted approach documents in the Market Trials folder for full details. 

Registration for Market Clinics now open, continues for Deep Dives 

Participants can now register for the Integrated Marketplace’s Market Clinics, which have been 
scheduled at six locations throughout the SPP footprint into 2013. Log on to the SPP Learning 
Center (LMS) to register.  

The clinics are offered over a week-long period, and include three separate areas of focus: 
Generation, Transmission, and Load-Serving Entity. A complete Level 2 Course Catalogue can be 
found on the Marketplace Training website. 

Clinic Location Dates 

Market Clinic 1 Little Rock, Ark. December 10-13 
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SPP members were given a chance earlier this summer to host the Market Clinics. Clinic locations 
were based on cost, ease of travel, location size, and key amenities.  

Meanwhile, registration also continues for the Level 2 Deep Dive modules. The first session – 
Commercial and Network Model – takes place September 18. 

SPP Senior Customer Trainer Michael Daly said registration for the Deep Dives has been 
“overwhelmingly positive”, and SPP is committed to providing training to all participants. “Course 
rosters are being closely monitored, and adjustments have been made to accommodate 
everyone,” Daly said. 

If participants find a Deep Dive course is full, they are encouraged to add themselves to the 
waitlist. The waitlist is cleared as seats become available, and has been increased to accommodate 
larger audiences. 

“We do request participants withdraw themselves from any duplicate registrations, so we can 
better manage attendance and clear individuals that are currently on waitlists,” Daly said. 

NERC Continuing Education credits (CEHs) will only be awarded to individuals with NERC IDs on 
file. If the NERC ID was not entered at the time the LMS account was created, submit the ID to the 
LMS two weeks prior to the session. 

Visit the Marketplace Training website for more information. 

TCR team wraps up Mock Auction, eyes Market Trials 

The Transmission Congestion Rights (TCR) workstream concluded its Mock Auction activities by 
posting final monthly auction results from its second phase on August 31. The team has now set its 
sights on TCR Market Trials, which begin in January 2013. 

The final mock auction attracted 26 SPP members, who bid on 294 unique paths. More than 
23,550 megawatts (MW) in Auction Revenue Rights (ARRs) were nominated, with 15,092.7 MW 
bid, and 8,458.7 MW TCRs offered. 

“The TCR Mock Auction was a great learning experience for SPP staff and hopefully, the same is 
true for our Market Participants (MPs),” said Mak Nagle, the TCR team’s business owner. “This 
exercise not only allowed us to learn and execute necessary steps in the auction process, but also 

Market Clinic 2 Omaha, Neb. February 4-7 

Market Clinic 3 Topeka, Kan. February 25-28 

Market Clinic 4 Amarillo, Texas March 25-28 

Market Clinic 5 Kansas City, Mo. April 22-25 

Market Clinic 6 Columbus, Ohio May 13-16 
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gave us confidence in providing efficient service during TCR Market trials and beyond.” 

The team has already begun preparing for the TCR Market Trials. It has held separate conference 
calls to walk participants through the TCR Market Trials Approach and the TCR Market User 
Interface. 

The mock auction exposed participants to the concept of TCRs as well as the process. TCRs can be 
used as a financial hedge against potential transmission congestion. The process allows MPs to 
reduce their exposure to market price fluctuations through the conversion of ARRs into TCRs. Once 
the Integrated Marketplace is live, MPs will participate in ARR allocations and TCR auctions on a 
monthly and annual basis. 

MPs who missed either or both phases of the Mock Auction can still participate in TCR Market 
Trials. 

Vendor Forum provides glimpse of Marketplace’s sandbox 

Representatives from nine vendors building systems for Marketplace participants spent a day at 
SPP’s office learning how the Marketplace sandbox will function. The vendor reps also discussed 
information to help them inform their respective plans and discussed readiness one-on-one with 
SPP SMEs (Subject Matter Experts). 

“With a small group, we were able to put a lot of focus on questions and concerns they had,” said 
Annette Holbert, SPP’s vendor outreach lead. “And with all vendors in the room, we could put 
everything in context that was relevant to them.” 

A sandbox is a testing environment that replicates at least the minimal functionality needed to 
accurately test programs or other software code under development. The Marketplace sandbox 
goes live September 20, and will focus on Markets, Settlements, and Transmission Congestion 
Rights’ systems. 

Attending the forum were reps from PCI, PSI, Hartigen, OATI, Ventyx, MCG Energy, Integ 
Consulting, and Tenaska.  

SPP Staff readiness status coming in October 

SPP Staff Readiness, the third of the three Integrated Marketplace readiness areas necessary to 
ensure a successful market launch, plans to roll out its initial status during the October set of 
meetings (Board of Directors, Market and Operations Policy Committee, and Change Working 
Group). 

SPP’s Readiness team, under the direction of SPP Settlements Director Philip Bruich, is currently 
working with departmental liaisons to define the internal SPP measurement criteria. Bruich said 
SPP staff needs to prepare now for the transition to new systems, roles, and responsibilities.  



"Internal Readiness is a rigorous emphasis on people, process, and technology," Bruich said. "This 
involves ensuring SPP staff roles and responsibilities are well defined, staff is properly trained and 
has the right tools to perform their jobs, and processes and controls are thoroughly identified and 
well documented." 

SPP's overall progress against its readiness activities will be reported as part of iDashboard's 
External Program Scorecard. SPP Internal Readiness is currently reported as gray until the final 
measurement criteria are developed. 

Milestone report, Marketplace Protocols new additions to website 

The Marketplace’s Program 
Milestone Report has been 
updated and posted on 
SPP.org. 

The Integrated 
Marketplace Protocols 
have been updated to 
version 11.1. 

More information is available 
through the following resources: 

 Integrated Marketplace on 
SPP.org 

 Marketplace Workstream 
Directory (PDF) 

 Integrated Marketplace 
Readiness Center 

 SPP Customer Relations 
(questions@SPP.org) 

 

This message was sent by the SPP Integrated Marketplace Program. 

Please refer to the Integrated Marketplace Workstream Email Address List if you have questions or feedback on the 
content of this message. 
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